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Abstract
Many real-world problems face the dilemma of choosing best K out of N options at a given
time instant. This setup can be modelled as combinatorial bandit which chooses K out
of N arms at each time, with an aim to achieve an efficient tradeoff between exploration
and exploitation. This is the first work for combinatorial bandit where the reward received
can be a non-linear function of the chosen K arms. The direct use of multi-armed bandit
requires choosing among N -choose-K options making the state space large. In this paper,
we present a novel algorithm which is computationally efficient and the storage is linear in
N . The proposed algorithm is a divide-and-conquer based strategy, that we call CMAB-
SM. Further, the proposed algorithm achieves a regret bound of O˜(K
1
2N
1
3T
2
3 ) for a time
horizon T , which is sub-linear in all parameters T , N , and K. The evaluation results
on different reward functions and arm distribution functions show significantly improved
performance as compared to standard multi-armed bandit approach with
(
N
K
)
choices.
Keywords: Combinatorial bandits, multi-armed bandits, online learning, stochastic dom-
inance
1. Introduction
Multi-Armed Bandits (MABs) are extensively studied in literature for sequential decision-
making problem in electrical engineering, computer science, and statistics, and as a starting
point in reinforcement learning. The standard MAB problem consists of choosing an arm
at each time-step from N arms, each having a distribution of the reward with an unknown
mean. The task is to choose an arm at each time-step given the decision and the obtained
reward at the previous times so as to maximize the sum of the rewards obtained at different
times. The metric for measuring the performance of MAB algorithm is a regret bound,
which measures the gap between always playing the optimal arm (arm with the largest
reward) and the arm played by the algorithm. In this paper, we consider a Combinatorial
Multi-Armed Bandit (CMAB) problem, where K out of N arms are chosen at each time
and a reward is obtained, which is a non-linear function of the rewards of different arms.
The rewards of individual K arms are not obtained, only a single reward is obtained at
each time. Based on the previous actions and rewards, the action at the next time is taken.
The regret bound is the gap between the reward obtained by choosing the best K arms at
each time and the arms chosen with the CMAB algorithm. This paper aims to find efficient
algorithms to minimize the regret for the CMAB problem for a given time horizon T .
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In many real-world applications, the setting is not the simple MAB one, but has a
combinatorial nature among multiple arms. One application of the setup is an advertising
daily campaign characterized by a set of sub-campaigns, each with a potentially different
pair ad/targeting (Zhang et al., 2012; Nuara et al., 2018). Such combinatorial nature of
arm selection can have applications in erasure-coded storage (Xiang et al., 2016), where K
out of N servers are chosen to obtain the content for each request. The rewards of each arm
cannot be individually found, while an aggregate reward quantifying the total file download
latency is observed. We assume that the obtained reward is a non-linear function of the
rewards of each arm (which are not individually known). The non-linear function makes
it hard to estimate the rewards of each arm individually, and thus the algorithms that
first estimates the individual arm rewards do not directly work. We note that even though
the problem with the availability of individual arm rewards has been studied in the past,
this is the first work to the best of our knowledge that considers regret bounds where the
individual arm rewards are not known and cannot be easily recovered.
A na¨ıve way to tackle CMAB is to treat every action (consisting of K arms) as an arm
and simply apply the classical MAB framework. However, the number of such actions are(
N
K
)
making the problem hard for large N and K. Even if the rewards for each of the
(
N
K
)
options are known, finding the best is computationally hard and so is the space to store all
these rewards. This paper aims to find an efficient algorithm for CMAB with polynomial
space complexity while obtaining sublinear regret in terms of all the parameters - N , K,
and T . More precisely, the algorithm proposed in this paper achieves a regret bound of
O˜(K
1
2N
1
3T
2
3 ). We note that using the na¨ıve approach as mentioned, the regret bound
will be O(
√(
N
K
)
T ), which is better than the proposed bound for small values of N and K
since the proposed bound is O(T 2/3). However, this is not the case when N and K are
larger. In order for the MAB algorithm to perform better, the time horizon must satisfy
T = Ω˜
(
e3KN3K−2
K3K+3
)
, which is extremely large (For N = 30, K = 15, T ≈ 4.05× 1026). Since
we typically do not have such a large number of rounds to do the exploration-exploitation in
practice, the proposed algorithm outperforms the classical approach. Further, the storage
of O(
(N
K
)
) parameters is hard, and going over the actions to find which can be removed
in each round needs to go over O(
(N
K
)
) choices, making the action approach hard to use.
This paper proposes a novel algorithm, called CMAB-SM, which has a storage complexity
of O(N), and computation time in each round of O(K).
CMAB-SM divides all N arms into groups of K+1 arms, such that each group contains
only K+1 actions as there are K arms to choose from K+1 arms. Since choosing K out of
K+1 is equivalent to removing 1 out of K+1, there is a one-to-one mapping between arms
and actions in a group. We sort the actions (and the corresponding arms) in all groups
which requires time steps of polynomial order in K. Later we merge those groups one by
one and obtain the best K arms and the action constructed using those K actions.
We note that the results in this paper assume certain properties on the reward distri-
butions from the different arms, and the non-linear function. More precisely, we use the
theory of stochastic dominance to differentiate between cumulative distribution functions.
The reward distributions of different arms are assumed to dominate or be dominated by
each other. Further, the non-linear function is assumed to be symmetric in the rewards
obtained from each arm, and the mean of the function is assumed to have some continuity
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properties (in terms of dominated inputs). These properties are shown to be satisfied in
case of a few reward distributions (e.g., Bernoulli rewards), and few non-linear functions
(e.g., maximum). These assumptions may give a novel mechanism to consider such prob-
lems in the future. We note that even though these assumptions are needed to prove the
theoretical results in the paper, these assumptions or the parameters of these assumptions
are not needed for the implementation of the proposed algorithm.
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we consider different individual arm reward distri-
butions and the reward function choices. The approach is compared to the Upper Confidence
Bound (UCB) algorithm for MAB problem with
(N
K
)
options (Auer and Ortner, 2010). We
note that for N = 24, the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the UCB algorithm
for 2 < K < N/2 and T = 106 in all settings. Thus, the proposed algorithm outperforms the
UCB algorithm for larger
(N
K
)
for the achieved regret, while also making the computation
time at each time step and storage complexity manageable.
The key contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1. An efficient algorithm, called CMAB-SM, is proposed for CMAB problem. CMAB-SM
first divides the problem space into groups and sorts the arms in each group. Then,
it keeps on building the optimal actions by merging two groups one-by-one.
2. CMAB-SM is shown to be efficient in space and computation complexities in each
round as compared to considering each action and using standard UCB approach.
CMAB-SM has a space complexity of O(N), and achieves a regret of O˜(K
1
2N
1
3T
2
3 )
when the exploration-exploitation procedure runs for time horizon T .
3. A detailed analysis is provided to bound the regret for CMAB-SM using the theory
of stochastic dominance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a discussion of related work in
Section 2. In Section 3, we provide the model under consideration and the assumptions are
taken for the analysis. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithm, CMAB-SM. The main
result with detailed proof is provided in Section 5. In section 6, we present the simulation
results and compare the proposed approach with the MAB based approach for
(
N
K
)
arms.
Section 7 presents the conclusions with directions for future work.
2. Related Work
Regret Bounds for Multi-Armed Bandit: Prior works for K = 1 extensively study
the problem and involves a lower limit on regret (Lai and Robbins, 1985), and efficient algo-
rithms like UCB (Auer et al., 2002b; Auer and Ortner, 2010), and MOSS (Audibert and Bubeck,
2009). The authors of (Thompson, 1933) gave the first algorithm for Multi Armed Bandits
using a Bayesian approach, which was proven to be efficient in (Agrawal and Goyal, 2012).
Recent research in this area involves reducing space complexity at the cost of regret bounds
(Liau et al., 2018). Our work aims to reduce space complexity, since approaches cannot be
directly applied as they loop over the entire
(N
K
)
action space.
Based on the type of environment, and how it generates rewards, the multi-armed bandit
problem is divided into two classes, namely stochastic and adversarial (Audibert and Bubeck,
2009). In stochastic bandits, the rewards follow a stochastic process, whose distribution may
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not change on taking a particular action. However in adversarial bandits, the environment
acts as an adversary, and can try to beat the agent by changing the distribution of the
rewards by learning the strategy of the agent. Agent, in such a case, randomizes its actions
to beat the adversary (Auer et al., 2002a).
Adversarial Combinatorial Bandits: Adversarial Combinatorial Bandits have been
studied where the agent chooses K of the N arms in each round (Dani et al., 2008a,b;
Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2012; Audibert et al., 2014). In these works, it is assumed that
the reward function in each round is linear in the different arms. Due to this linear function,
the problem is also called online linear optimization. The algorithm proposed in this works
uses the linearity of the reward function to estimate the rewards of individual arms, and
achieve a regret of O
√
T . The weights are assigned to each of the
(N
K
)
actions to decide the
action in the next round, and thus the approach is not computationally efficient for large
N .
Stochastic Combinatorial Bandits: For stochastic multi-armed bandits, the authors
of (Gai et al., 2010) provided an UCB style algorithm when the rewards of each of the K
arms is also observed in each round, with the aggregate reward as the sum of individual
rewards. Such setup, where the rewards of each of the K arms is also available to agent, is
referred to as a semi-bandit problem. The authors of (Kveton et al., 2015b) showed that the
UCB algorithm provides a tight regret bound for semi-bandit combinatorial bandit problem
with linear reward function. The authors of (Chen et al., 2013) considered combinatorial
semi-bandit problem with non-linear rewards using a UCB style analysis. The authors of
(Lin et al., 2014) assumed combinatorial bandit problem with non-linear reward function
and feedback, where the feedback is a linear combination of rewards of the K arms. Such
feedback of linear function of rewards allows recovery of individual rewards. In contrast,
this paper does not consider the availability of individual arm rewards or a linear feedback.
With non-linear feedback, it might not be possible to obtain the exact values of the rewards
of base arms.
3. Problem Formulation
The stochastic combinatorial multi-armed bandit problem considered in the formulation
consists of N arms labeled as i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. Let Xi,t ∈ [0, 1] be a random variable
denoting the reward of the ith arm, at time-step t (also referred to as time t). We assume
that Xi,t are independent across time and arms, and for any arm the distribution is identical
for all times. At any time instant t, agent chooses an action a = (a1, a2, · · · , aK) which is
a K-tuple of arms. Let A be the set of all such actions which can be constructed using N
arms. Thus the cardinality of A is (NK). We denote the action played at time t as at ∈ A.
Let dat ∈ RK be a column vector indicating the rewards of arms in action at. For an action
at = (a1, a2, · · · , aK) at time-step t, dat = (Xa1,t,Xa2,t, · · · ,XaK ,t), thus dat ∈ [0, 1]K . The
reward of an action is a function of all the arms chosen in that action. Let ra(t) be the
reward observed by playing action a at time t be a bounded function f : [0, 1]K → [0, 1] of
rewards obtained by individual arms building the action. Thus,
ra(t) = f(dat) (1)
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We denote the expected reward of any action a ∈ A as µa, or µa = E[ra(t)]. The key
notations used in this manuscript are given in Table 1.
N : Number of total arms
K : Number of arms played simultaneously
a : Action with K arms played simultaneously
A : Set of all a using N arms
i : Indices used to denote arms in any action
t : Time-step (or time) at which an action is played
Xi,t : Reward of arm i at time t
da : Vector of rewards of individual arms in an action a
ra(t) : Reward t of action a played at time t
G : A group of K + 1 actions made by fixing any K + 1 out of N arms. Note an
arm in the group can be mapped to an action in which the arm is not present,
and the reverse mapping also exists.
G(i) : ith arm of the group G
aG−i : An action using arms of group G excluding arm G(i)
µa : Expected reward of action a
µˆa,t : Estimated expected reward of action a till time t
a∗ : Action with highest expected reward among all a ∈ A, argmaxa∈A µa
∆a : µa∗ - µa
Table 1: Summary of notations used
The function f is assumed to be symmetric, so that the ordering within the tuple doesn’t
matter. In other words, the rewards for an action is symmetric in its constituent arms. This
assumption is true for certain problem settings where the ordering among the individual
arms is not important, like the maximum of rewards, or the sum of rewards of the individual
arms. This assumption is given as follows.
Assumption 1 (Symmetry) f is a symmetric function of the rewards obtained by the
constituent arms. More precisely, let d2 = Π(d1), be a random permutation of d1. Then,
the reward observed will be identical for both d1 and d2, or
f (d) = f (Π (d)) (2)
With arms, actions, and rewards defined, we define gap ∆ between two actions as follows.
Definition 1 (Gap) Gap between any two actions a1,a2 ∈ A is defined as the difference
of expected rewards of the actions, or
∆a1,a2 = E[ra1(t)]− E[ra2(t)] = E[f(da1)]− E[f(da2)] (3)
We assume that there is an optimal action a∗ for which the expected reward is highest
among all actions a ∈ A. We denote the reward of the optimal action by µa∗. The Gap of
an action a ∈ A with respect to the optimal action is simply written as ∆a, or, ∆a = ∆a∗,a
Given an optimal action, regret for an action at time t can be defined as follows.
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Definition 2 (Regret) Regret of an action at at time t is defined as the difference between
the reward obtained by the optimal action and the reward obtained by at, or
R(t) = ra∗(t)− rat(t) (4)
Remark 3 We note that E [R(t)] = ∆at. This can be seen as follows.
E [R(t)] = E [ra∗(t)− rat(t)] (5)
= E [ra∗(t)]− E [rat(t)] (6)
= µa∗ − µat (7)
= ∆at (8)
We assume that the total number of time-steps (or the time horizon) over which the
actions are played is T , which is known to the algorithm. The objective is to minimize the
expected regret accumulated during the entire time horizon, W (T ) = E
[∑T
t=1R(t)
]
. Using
(8), we have
W (T ) = E
[
T∑
t=1
R(t)
]
=
T∑
t=1
∆at (9)
We define the maximum regret an action can incur be Rmax = maxa∈A∆a. We now use the
concept of stochastic dominance to order two arms. Assume that there exists a first-order
stochastic dominance between any two arms which is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (First-Order Stochastic Dominance) A random variable X has first-order
stochastic dominance (FSD) over another random variable Y (or X ≻ Y ), if for any out-
come x, X gives at least as high a probability of receiving at least x as does Y , and for some
x, X gives a higher probability of receiving at least x. In notion form,
X ≻ Y ⇔ P (X ≥ x) ≥ P (Y ≥ x) ∀x ∈ R, P (X ≥ x) > P (Y ≥ x) for some x ∈ R (10)
Assumption 2 (FSD between arms) There exists a strict dominance ordering between
all the arms, which is defined using FSD. In other words, for each pair of arms i and j,
either Xi ≻ Xj or Xj ≻ Xi.
Remark 5 Such strict dominance exist for Bernoulli and exponential reward distribution
functions. We further note that if arm i dominates arm j, mean reward for arm i is strictly
greater than that of arm j. Since we assume that given any two arms, one of them dominates
the other, the mean rewards of each arm is different, or
E[Xi] 6= E[Xj ],∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N} (11)
Since we can construct a new action by changing arms of an existing action, we define
replacement function h(.) which changes an element i of a given reward vector d (where each
entry in the reward vector is a random variable with the distribution of the corresponding
arms).
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Definition 6 (Replacement function) Replacement function h(.) is defined as a func-
tion on RK+2, which replaces the ith element of vector d with x, or
h(d, i, x) =
{
d(j), ∀j 6= i
x, j = i
(12)
We also denote h(d, i,X) as the random variable where X is a random variable, and
takes the value corresponding to h(d, i, x) with probability X = x. We also assume that
the expected reward of an action is strictly increasing function of the rewards obtained by
the individual arms.
Assumption 3 (Strictly Increasing) Expected value of f(.) is element-wise strictly in-
creasing function of the individual rewards obtained by the constituent arms. More precisely,
E[f (h (d, i, x))] > E[f (h (d, i, y))] ; ∀x > y ; x, y ∈ [0, 1], (13)
where d is any random vector of length K.
Even though we assume strictly increasing function, the analysis holds also for strictly
decreasing function by transforming reward function as fn(d) = 1− f(d). We denote Π(.)
as a permutation, where Π(y) is one of the possible (length(y))! permutations. In order to
compare the distance between individual reward vectors from two different actions, we need
to find the difference in the two individual reward vectors upto a permutation, since the
reward function is permutation invariant. With this distance metric in mind, we assume
that f(.) is Lipschitz continuous (in an expected sense), which is formally described in the
following.
Assumption 4 (Continuity of expected rewards) Expected value of f(.) is Lipschitz
continuous with respect to the expected value of rewards obtained by the individual arms.
More precisely, we have∣∣ (E [f(d1)]− E [f(d2)]) ∣∣ ≤ U1min
Π
∣∣E[d1]−Π(E[d2])∣∣2. (14)
for any given random vectors d1 and d2 and for some U1 <∞, where Π is minimized over
all permutations of {1, · · · ,K}.
Corollary 7 Assumption 4 also implies∣∣ (E [f(h (d, i,X))]− E [f(h (d, i, Y ))]) ∣∣ ≤ U1∣∣E[X]− E[Y ]∣∣, (15)
for any given random vector d and any i ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.
We further assume a lower bound in (15) as formally stated in the following assumption.
Assumption 5 (Continuity of individual expected rewards) We also assume that the
continuity given in (15) also has a similar lower bound. More precisely, there is a U2 <∞
such that ∣∣E[X]− E[Y ]∣∣ ≤ U2∣∣ (E [f(h (d, i,X))]− E [f(h (d, i, Y ))]) ∣∣ (16)
for any given random vectors d and any i ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.
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Corollary 8 Combining Corollary 7 and Assumption 5 and defining U = max(U1, U2), we
have
1
U
∣∣E[X]− E[Y ]∣∣ ≤ ∣∣ (E [f(h (d, i,X))]− E [f(h (d, i, Y ))]) ∣∣ ≤ U ∣∣E[X]− E[Y ]∣∣, (17)
for any given random vector d and any i ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.
4. Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we will present the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm, called
CMAB-SM, is an explore then exploit strategy which aims to minimize the expected regret,
be computationally efficient, and having a storage complexity which is linear with N (inde-
pendent of K). The algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, utilizes the fact that for CMAB
problem, choosing K arms from a set of K + 1 arms has K + 1 actions thus making the
problem solvable using the standard MAB approach. In other words, if N = K + 1, then
the complexity is
(K+1
K
)
= K + 1, and only K + 1 actions needs to be optimized.
Algorithm 1 SORT and MERGE Algorithm
1: Input: N , T , K
2: Output: A∗: Optimal action to be played.
3: Initialization:
4: Separation threshold for mean estimates
λ =
(
256U2N log 2NT
T
) 1
3
(18)
5: for k = 1 : N
K+1 do
6:
Gk =
K+1⋃
i=1
{(k − 1) ∗ (K + 1) + i} (19)
7: end for
8: G = set of groups G of K + 1 arms in each group
9: G1 = 1
st group in G
10: G∗ = SORT(G1, m)
11: for k = 2 : N
K+1 do
12: Gk = k
th group in G
13: Gk = SORT(Gk, m)
14: G∗ = MERGE(G∗, Gk)
15: end for
16: Output G∗
CMAB-SM divides all N arms into groups of K+1 arms, such that each group contains
only K + 1 actions. If the last group contains less than K + 1 arms (which happens when
N 6= 0 mod (K +1)), arms from other groups are added (repeated) to have K +1 arms in
each group (lines 5-8, Algorithm 1). Algorithm 1 then picks the first group of K + 1 arms
and finds an optimal action and an ordering on arms in the group using SORT subroutine.
Using this subroutine, the K + 1 arms in the group are ordered. We also consider G∗
as the best K arms seen so far, which are the top K arms in G1. It later proceeds in
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k ∈
{
2, · · · , NK+1
}
rounds, where two subroutines for each new group Gk in round k are
used, SORT and MERGE. The SORT subroutine orders theK+1 arms in Gk. The MERGE
subroutine takes the best K arms before this round, G∗, and the best K arms from the
SORT subroutine on Gk and merges them to find the best K arms seen so far, and saves
them as G∗. This is then input to the next value of k to merge with other groups.
At the end of
(
N
K+1
)th
round, we would have played all arms in each group and merged
them, thus resulting in an optimal action which maximizes the expected reward for the
remaining time slots. The two algorithms used in CMAB-SM are SORT and MERGE
subroutines, which are detailed in the following two subsections.
4.1 SORT
The SORT subroutine is described in Algorithm 2. In this subroutine, we play K+1 actions
formed from K + 1 arms in a group G, each action corresponding to one left out arm. The
subroutine proceeds in rounds. In round r, each action is performed nr times so that the
expected reward of each action can be estimated within ±∆r at the end of round r (line
14). At the end of each round, the estimates are used to sort the arms, where the arms
G(i), G(j) are considered sorted when the upper bound on reward estimate of action aG−i
is less than lower bound of action aG−j (lines 18-31). When an item is placed at its true
sorted location in the group (implying that this item is sorted from all other arms), it is
not considered again for sampling (lins 13). The parameters are then updated for the next
round, which further aims to sort the remaining arms. The procedure ends when ∆r < λ
or when all K + 1 arms are sorted.
4.2 MERGE
The MERGE subroutine is described in Algorithm 3. This subroutine assumed that the
SORT subroutine has already run on the NK+1 groups, and K sorted arms from each of the
groups are available. Note that the lowest expected reward arm from each group had been
thrown out since that will likely not be in the overall best K arms. The MERGE subroutine
aims to merge two groups, each with K sorted arms to come up with a sorted best K arms.
Since we only want the best K arms from the merged 2K arms to be sorted, it can be done
with only K + 1 arm comparisons.
Starting with two K-sized sorted groups G1, and G2 and an optimal group which is
empty at the start of the subroutine (lines 1 to 4), we identify the best K out of 2 × K
arms by figuring the best arm one by one. Starting with both i and j as 1, we construct a
new action by replacing the ith action of G1 by the j
th of group G2 (lines 10). Note that if
after replacement, the reward is bigger, it implies that the added jth item of G2 is the next
arm in the sorted final list else the ith item of G1 is the next item in the sorted final list.
In order to differentiate between the two actions, the procedure similar to that use for the
SORT subroutine is used (lines 13-29). Based on whether the ith item of G1 or j
th item of
G2 made in the optimal set, i or j is incremented and the procedure is repeated till the K
best arms in the merger of the two groups are obtained.
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Algorithm 2 SORT
1: Input: G, λ, T : Group of K + 1 arms, separation threshold, total time
2: Output: G∗: Optimal K arms increasing sorted increasingly in expected individual rewards.
3: Initialization:
4: Let µˆ
a
G
−i
be the estimate of expected reward of action aG
−i
5: µˆ
a
G
−i
= 0
6: r = 0
7: [nr,∆r, r] = UPDATE ROUND(r)
8: G∗ = [N + 1, · · · , N + 1]: Array of size K + 1 initialized with N + 1
9: is sorted = [0, · · · , 0]: Array of size K + 1 to store sort status initialized with 0
10: t[K + 1] = [0, · · · , 0]: Array of size K + 1 to store time initialized with 0
11: while (∆r > λ) AND
∑
is sorted < K + 1 do
12: for i ∈ G do
13: if is sorted[i] == 0 then
14:
[
µˆ
a
G
−i
, t[i]
]
=UPDATE MEAN(µˆ
a
G
−i
, t[i], nr)
15: end if
16: end for
17: j = {arg sort(µˆ
a
G
−i
+∆r)}
18: if µˆ
a
G
−j[0]
−∆r > µˆaG
−j[1]
+∆r then
19: G∗[K + 1] = G[j[0]]
20: is sorted[j[0]] = 1
21: end if
22: if µˆ
a
G
−j[K]
−∆r > µˆaG
−j[K+1]
+∆r then
23: G∗[0] = G[j[K + 1]]
24: is sorted[j[K + 1]] = 1
25: end if
26: for k = 1, k < K + 1, k = k + 1 do
27: if
(
µˆ
a
G
−j[k]
−∆r > µˆaG
−j[k−1]
+∆r
)
AND
(
µˆ
a
G
−j[k+1]
−∆r > µˆaG
−j[k]
+∆r
)
then
28: G∗[K + 1− k] = G[j[k]]
29: is sorted[j[k]] = 1
30: end if
31: end for
32: [nr,∆r, r] = UPDATE ROUND(r)
33: end while
34: j = {arg sort(µˆ
a
G
−i
+∆r)}
35: for k = 0, k ≤ K + 1, k = k + 1 do
36: if is sorted[j[k]] == 0 then
37: G∗[K + 1− k] = G[j[k]]
38: is sorted[j[k]] = 1
39: end if
40: end for
41: Output G∗[0 : K]
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Algorithm 3 MERGE
1: Input: G1, G2, λ : Groups of K arms, and precision
2: Output: G∗: Optimal K arms increasing in success probability.
3: Initialization:
4: G∗ = [N + 1, ..., N + 1]: Array of size K initialized with N + 1
5: µˆG1 = µˆA = 0
6: i = j = 1
7: r2 = 0
8: [nr2 ,∆r2 , r2] = UPDATE ROUND(r2)
9: for k = 1 : K do
10: Construct an action by replacing ith arm in G1 by j
th arm in G2
a−i,+j = (G1 \ {G1(i)}) ∪ {G2(j)} (20)
11: r1 = 0
12: [nr1 ,∆r1 , r1] = UPDATE ROUND(r1)
13: while (∆r > λ) AND (G
∗[k] == N + 1) do
14: [µˆ
a
G1 , t[i]] =UPDATE MEAN(µˆaG1 , t[i], nr2)
15:
[
µˆa
−i,+j , t[a−i,+j ]
]
=UPDATE MEAN(µˆa
−i,+j , t[a−i,+j ], nr1)
16: if µˆ
a
G1 +∆r2 < µˆa−i,+j −∆r1 then
17: G∗[k] = G2(j) //Add arm G2(j) to optimal set
18: j = j + 1
19: else
20: if µˆ
a
G1 +∆r2 < µˆa−i,+j −∆r1 then
21: G∗[k] = G1(i) //Add arm G1(i) to optimal set
22: i = i+ 1
23: end if
24: end if
25: [nr1 ,∆r1 , r1] = UPDATE ROUND(r1)
26: if r1 > r2 then
27: [nr2 ,∆r2 , r2] = UPDATE ROUND(r2)
28: end if
29: end while
30: if G*[k] == N+1 then
31: if µˆ
a
G1 < µˆa
−i,+j then
32: G∗[k] = G2(j) //Add arm G2(j) to optimal set
33: j = j + 1
34: else
35: if µˆ
a
G1 < µˆa
−i,+j then
36: G∗[k] = G1(i) //Add arm G1(i) to optimal set
37: i = i+ 1
38: end if
39: end if
40: end if
41: k = k + 1
42: end for
43: Output G∗
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Algorithm 4 UPDATE MEAN
1: Input µ, a, t, n
2: for t[a] ≤ n do
3: ra,t = Reward collected by playing a
4: µˆa = t[i]× µˆa + ra,t
5: t[a] = t[a] + 1
6: µˆa =
µˆa
t[a]
7: end for
8: Output µˆa, t[a]
Algorithm 5 UPDATE ROUND
1: Input r
2: r = r + 1
3: ∆r = 2
−r
4: nr =
2 log (TNK)
∆2r
5: Output nr,∆r, r
4.3 Complexity of CMAB-SM
In this subsection, we describe the complexity of the proposed algorithm for both storage
and computation at each time step. At any time-step, the algorithm is either doing the
sorting in the groups, merging two groups, or exploiting the best decision. In terms of
storage, we need to store the reward of each arm in the group, which will then be sorted.
The total storage at any step is no more than O(N). Even when the groups are merged,
O(K) temporary storage is used for the merged rewards. This merged group is then used
to decide action in the exploiting phase. Thus, the maximum storage at any time is O(N).
To evaluate the computational complexity at each time-step, we consider the three cases of
what the algorithm may be doing at a time step.
In SORT subroutine, each iteration of the loop in lines 15 to 19 represents a time
step at which an action is played, which are O(1). Sorting the arms in the group requires
O(K logK) computations. Then, some of the actions in the group are removed (loop at line
31), and such removal requires O(K) computations. Thus, the computational complexity in
the worst case time-step in sort is O(K logK). MERGE subroutine at any time step either
runs action and saves the result, or perform comparisons which are all O(1) at each time.
After the MERGE is complete, the best action is available which is then exploited thus
making the complexity in the exploit phase as O(1). This shows that the overall complexity
at any time is O(K logK) which happens due to sorting the actions for the removal of some
options after every round in SORT subroutine.
5. Regret Analysis of the proposed algorithm
In this section, we will present the main result of the paper, related to the regret analysis
of the proposed algorithm. Our main result is presented in Theorem 9, which states that
CMAB-SM algorithm achieves a sub linear expected regret.
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Theorem 9 CMAB-SM algorithm described in Algorithm 1 has an expected regret accu-
mulated during the entire time horizon upper bounded as
W (T ) = O˜
(
N
1
3K
1
2T
2
3
)
(21)
In order to prove the result, we will first prove a few lemmas to show the correctness
of the algorithm, to bound the number of rounds, and to bound the maximum error. This
will be followed by the proof of Theorem 9.
5.1 Key results used in the proof of Theorem 9
In this subsection, we will describe some key results that will be later used to prove the
regret bound in Theorem 9. The following lemma relates the expected value of a random
variable to the complementary cumulative distribution function.
Lemma 10 (Chapter 5, Lemma 2.1, Ross 2006) Expected value of a positive random
variable X is the area under the curve of the complementary cumulative distribution function
of the random variable
E [g (X)] =
∫ ∞
0
P (g (X) > t) dt (22)
The next result shows that the property of FSD is preserved by strictly increasing
functions.
Lemma 11 Suppose that a random variable X has FSD over another random variable Y
(or X ≻ Y ). Further, let g′(.) be a strictly increasing function, or g′ : R → R s.t. g′(x) >
g′(y) ∀ x > y, x, y ∈ R. Then, g′(X) has FSD over g′(Y ), or
g′(X) ≻ g′(Y ) (23)
Proof Since X ≻ Y , we have
P (X ≥ x) ≥ P (Y ≥ x) (24)
Transforming X and Y using the function g, and using the strict monotonicity of g, we
have
P
(
g′(X) ≥ g′(x)) ≥ P (g′(Y ) ≥ g′(x)) (25)
Taking t , g′(x), we have,
P
(
g′(X) ≥ t) ≥ P (g′(Y ) ≥ t) (26)
By the same arguments, if there is a x where P (X ≥ x) > P (Y ≥ x), for t = g′(x),
P (g′(X) ≥ t) > P (g′(Y ) ≥ t). Thus, we have g′(X) ≻ g′(Y ).
The FSD implies second order stochastic dominance, which indicates that the mean of
the dominating random variable is at least as much as the mean of the dominated ran-
dom variable Hadar and Russell (1969); Bawa (1975). This is summarized in the following
lemma.
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Lemma 12 (Hadar and Russell (1969); Bawa (1975)) If a random variable X has
FSD over another random variable Y (or, X ≻ Y ), then the expected value of X is at least
the expected value of Y , or
E [X] ≥ E [Y ] (27)
In the SORT subroutine, we picked K arms from K + 1 arms at each time. Let G(i)
∀i ∈ 1, 2, · · · ,K + 1 be the arms selected for group G. Let aG−i be an action in group G
with G(i)th arm left out. Then, the individual reward vector with the action aG−i is
d
a
G
−i
(k) =
{
XGk , k < i
XGk+1 , i ≤ k < K + 1
(28)
The (random) reward obtained at any time with this action is r
a
G
−i
= f
(
d
a
G
−i
)
, with a
mean reward of µ
a
G
−i
= E
[
f
(
d
a
G
−i
)]
. The following result shows that the ordering on the
K sized super-arms gives an ordering on the individual arm rewards.
Lemma 13 An ordering on
(
K+1
K
)
actions, in group G, made using K + 1 arms gives an
ordering on K+1 arms. In other words, if an ordering exists between actions aG−i and a
G
−j,
then an ordering exists between arm G(i) and G(j). More precisely,
µ
a
G
−i
> µ
a
G
−j
⇒ E [XG(j)] < E [XG(i)] (29)
Proof
Note we can write the actions using replacement function h to replace reward of G(j)
arm by the reward of G(i) arm, and obtain
d
aG
−j
= h
(
d
aG
−i
, j,XG(i)
)
∀ j (30)
The expectation of the reward of an action formed using replacement can be written as
expected value of the conditional expectation of the replaced reward value of arm G(i).
More precisely,
E
[
f
(
d
a
G
−j
)]
= E
[
E
[
f
(
h
(
d
a
G
−i
, j,XG(i)
)) ∣∣∣XG(i)]] (31)
In right hand side of Equation (31), the outer expectation is taken over XG(i) while the
inner expectation is over d
a
G
−i
. In addition, we can replace the reward of an arm G(j) in
d
a
G
−i
by itself to obtain
d
a
G
−i
= h
(
d
a
G
−i
, j,XG(j)
)
(32)
Similar to (31), we can write the expected reward of the action as the expectation of
conditional expectation of reward of arm G(j). Thus, we have
E
[
f
(
d
a
G
−i
)]
= E
[
E
[
f
(
h
(
d
a
G
−i
, j,XG(j)
)) ∣∣∣XG(j)]] (33)
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The ordering between actions aG−i and a
G
−j is defined as an order between the expected
rewards of the respective actions. We assume that aG−i provides a higher expected reward
than aG−j, hence we have µaG
−i
> µ
a
G
−j
. This further implies
E
[
f
(
d
a
G
−i
)]
> E
[
f
(
d
a
G
−j
)]
(34)
Replacing right hand side of (34) by (31) and left hand side of (34) by (33, we have
E
[
E
[
f
(
h
(
d
a
G
−i
, j,XG(j)
)) ∣∣∣XG(j)]] > E [E [f (h(daG
−i
, j,XG(i)
)) ∣∣∣XG(i)]] (35)
We define a function g(x) as the conditional expectation of reward function f(·) with respect
to the reward of the jth arm being x. More precisely,
g(x) , E
[
f
(
h
(
d
a
G
−i
, j,X
)) ∣∣∣X = x] (36)
Replacing the conditional expectations in (35), by g as defined in (36), we get
EXG(j)
[
g
(
XG(j)
)]
> EXG(i)
[
g
(
XG(i)
)]
(37)
From Assumption 3, g(x) is a strictly increasing function of x, and from Assumption 2,
rewards of individual arms have FSD relationships. Using Assumption 3 and Assumption
2 along with equation (37), we want to prove that arm G(j) has FSD over arm G(i). Let
us assume the converse where arm G(i) has FSD over arm G(j), or XG(i) ≻ XG(j). Due to
the strict increasing nature of g(·) and Lemma 11, we have g (XG(i)) ≻ g (XG(j)). Using
Lemma 12, we further have
E
[
g
(
XG(i)
)] ≥ E [g (XG(j))] (38)
This inequality (38) does not agree with the inequality obtained from the original assump-
tion (37) thus disproving XG(i) ≻ XG(j). Since every two arms have FSD relation and
XG(i) ≻ XG(j) does not hold, we have
XG(j) ≻ XG(j) (39)
Hence, an ordering on the expected rewards of the K + 1 actions constructed by leaving
one arm aside, gives an ordering on the K + 1 arms of the group.
The next lemma is the Hoeffding’s Inequality, which will be used in the results in this
paper.
Lemma 14 (Hoeffding’s Inequality Krafft and Schmitz (1969)) Let X be a bounded
random variable between [a, b], and expected value of X be X¯. Further, letX is estimated using
n time steps to obtain ˆ¯X. Then, for any ǫ > 0, we have
P
(∣∣X¯− ˆ¯X∣∣ ≥ ǫ) ≤ 2e− 2nǫ2(b−a)2 (40)
To reduce the notation clutter, we assume that in each group G, expected individual
rewards of arms are ordered as XG(1) ≻ XG(2) ≻ · · · ≻ XG(K+1) From Lemma 10, we have
E
[
XG(1)
]
> E
[
XG(2)
]
> · · · > E [XG(K+1)].
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5.2 Number of time steps in SORT and MERGE subroutines
In this subsection, we will bound the number of exploration time steps that are spent in
SORT and MERGE subroutines. The next result bounds the number of time steps spent in
a group G in the SORT subroutine to obtain an ordering on the actions and thus on arms
(by Lemma 13).
Lemma 15 (Sort time requirement) SORT subroutine (Algorithm 2) gives correct or-
dering on K + 1 actions in a group G with probability 1 − K
N2T 2
, for a threshold λ defined
in equation (18), where the actions are chosen for at most
O
(
K+1∑
i=1
U2
max(δ2G(i), λ
2)
)
(41)
time steps, where
δG(i) =

E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(i+1)] , i = 1
min
{
E
[
XG(i−1)
]− E [XG(i)] ,E [XG(i)]− E [XG(i+1)]} , i ∈ 2, ...,K
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(i+1)] , i = K + 1 (42)
Proof Let G(i) for all i ∈ 1, 2, · · · ,K + 1 be the different arms of group G that we aim
to sort using the SORT subroutine. Let µˆ
aG
−i
be the estimate of action made using all
arms in G except arm G(i). We want to identify the number of time steps spent in SORT
subroutine, and the error probability in the ordering.
The algorithm proceeds in rounds starting from r = 1. We define ∆r , 2
−r, and each un-
sorted action in round r is played for nr ,
log 2NT
∆2r
time steps. Using Hoeffding’s Inequality,
the expected reward estimate of each action lies in the range
[
µˆ
aG
−i
−∆r, µˆaG
−i
+∆r
]
with
probability bound given as
P
(∣∣µ
aG
−i
− µˆ
aG
−i
∣∣ ≥ ∆r) ≤ 2e−2 log 2NT∆2r ∆2r (43)
=
1
2N2T 2
(44)
Thus, the expected reward estimate of each action lies in the range
[
µˆ
a
G
−i
−∆r, µˆaG
−i
+∆r
]
with probability at least 1− 12N2T 2 . Let it take ri rounds to be able to sort aG−i in its correct
position, which implies that all other actions can be well separated from this action. When
two actions are separated, upper confidence bound for the action with a lower estimated
reward is less than the lower confidence bound of action with higher estimated reward,
which gives the following inequality
µˆ
a
G
−i
+∆ri < µˆaG
−j
−∆ri . (45)
This further means that the actions aG−i and a
G
−j were inseparable in round ri − 1, thus the
following holds.
µˆ
a
G
−i
+∆ri−1 ≥ µˆaG
−j
−∆ri−1 (46)
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However, using Lemma 14, µˆ
a
G
−i
lies between the confidence region around the true mean
as µˆ
a
G
−i
∈
[
µ
a
G
−i
−∆ri−1, µaG
−i
+∆ri−1
]
. The same is true for µˆ
a
G
−j
. Using the upper limits
of estimated mean rewards, we can rewrite inequality (46) as
µ
a
G
−i
+ 2∆ri−1 ≥ µaG
−j
− 2∆ri−1 (47)
From inequality (47), we get ∆ri in terms of the difference of expected rewards of the two
arms as follows.
4∆ri−1 ≥ µaG
−j
− µ
a
G
−i
(48)
≥ 1
U
(
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(j)]) , (49)
where the last step follows from corollary 8. Using the definition of ∆r and the upper bound
obtained in inequality (49), we have
2−(ri−1) = ∆ri−1 (50)
≥
(
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(j)])
4U
(51)
Taking logarithm with base 2, we obtain a lower bound on the number of rounds needed as
ri − 1 ≤ log2
(
4U(
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(j)])
)
. (52)
The term
(
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(j)]) will be lowest for j = i + 1 or i − 1 since the arms
closest to i will result in the lowest gap. Thus, we define δi for arm G(i) as
δi , min
{
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(i+1)] ,E [XG(i−1)]− E [XG(i)]} (53)
Number of rounds to correctly rank arm G(i) can thus be upper bounded as follows.
ri ≤ log2
(
8U
δi
)
. (54)
Having bounded the number of rounds to rank aG−i, we find the number of time steps each
action is played till round ri as follows.
nri =
log 2NT
∆2ri
(55)
= 22ri log 2NT (56)
≤ 22 log2
(
8U
δi
)
log 2NT (57)
=
64U2 log 2NT
δ2i
(58)
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This provides the number of times action aG−i is played. Let λ be chosen as a threshold,
which is the precision level below which we cannot correctly order two actions. Using λ as
a lower bound for δi, each of the K + 1 action is chosen for nri times, where δi is replaced
by max(δi, λ). Thus, the total time steps any of the action is selected is given as
n′ ≤
K+1∑
i=1
64U2 log 2NT
max(δ2i , λ
2)
(59)
which proves the number of time steps as in the statement of the Lemma.
For K+1 arms, there can be
(K+1
2
)
ordered pairs denoting the edges of a complete graph,
where each edge is the ordering of the two vertices. However, the ordering is preserved by a
sub-graph which is a tree by just keeping the edges which connect two immediately ordered
vertices. The number of edges thus becomes (K +1)− 1 = K. Thus, there are K orderings
in a group, and all of them should be correct to make the algorithm work. The probability
of error in sorting group G can then be written as
P ({any arm is incorrectly sorted}) = 1− P ({all arms are correctly sorted}) (60)
≤ 1−
(
1− 1
2N2T 2
)K
(61)
< 1−
(
1− K
2N2T 2
)
(62)
=
K
2N2T 2
, (63)
where the probability that any two arms are incorrectly sorted is bounded by 1
2N2T 2
as given
in (44). This proves the probability of correct ordering as in the statement of the Lemma.
Having understood the number of time steps spent in the SORT subroutine, and the
error probability of ranking arms in each group, we now consider the MERGE subroutine.
In the following lemma, we find the number of time steps it takes to merge two groups,
with an error probability on the ordering in the combined group.
Lemma 16 (Merge time requirement) MERGE subroutine (Algorithm 3) merges arms
in two groups G1 and G2 to G correctly with probability 1− KN2T 2 , for a threshold λ as defined
in equation (18), where the total number of time steps needed to merge is at most
O
(∑K+1
i=1
U2
max(δ2
G(i)
,λ2)
)
, where (64)
δG(i) =
{
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(i+1)] , i = 1
min
{
E
[
XG(i−1)
]− E [XG(i)] ,E [XG(i)]− E [XG(i+1)]} , i ∈ 2, ...,K
E
[
XG(i)
]− E [XG(i+1)] , i = K + 1 (65)
Proof In the MERGE subroutine, we use the sorted groups G1 and G2 to construct a
group G of K elements such that arms in group G are sorted. We maintain two counters i
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and j for the groups G1 and G2 respectively. We replace arm G2(j) by G1(i) in group G1
to create a new action. We play both actions in rounds starting from r = 1. At the end of
round r, the deviation of estimated mean reward and true expected rewards is ∆r , 2
−r.
By round r, each action has been played for nr ,
log 2NT
∆2r
time steps similar to Algorithm 2.
Two actions are separated when the upper confidence bound of worse action is lesser than
the lower confidence bound of better action. We then add the arm corresponding to better
action to group G and increment the counter for the corresponding group from which arm
was picked and continue comparing new actions. This is continued till we have K arms in
G.
Since the fundamental concept of comparison of two actions in Algorithm 3 is the same
as that in Algorithm 2, similar analysis follows and the number of time steps required to
merge the groups is
n′ ≤
K+1∑
i=1
1
U2max (δG(i)2, λ2)
, (66)
where G(K+1) is the last arm with which comparison was made but not added to group G.
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 15 can be used to bound the error probability
of a single run of Algorithm 3 by K
2N2T 2
.
5.3 Bounds on exploitation regret and exploration time
In this subsection, we will bound the regret in the exploitation phase, which indicates the
loss in reward due to choosing an incorrect action at the end of the MERGE algorithm.
We will also bound the time spent in the SORT and the MERGE subroutines, which is the
exploration phase.
In order to bound the regret in the exploitation phase, we first characterize the proba-
bility that the action decided by CMAB-SM is not the best action.
Lemma 17 (Total error probability) The probability that the action selected by CMAB-
SM is not the best action (action with the highest reward) is at most 1
NT 2
.
Proof To bound the probability of error of Algorithm 1, we define the event E which is
the event when the algorithm makes an error. The algorithm makes an error when either
SORT subroutine, or MERGE subroutine, or both make an error. So, we can write the
error event as a union of error events in sorting and error events in merging. Let Es the
event where at least one of the NK+1 calls made to Algorithm 2 resulted in an incorrect list,
and Em be the event where at least one of the NK+1 − 1 merges is in error.
E = Es ∪ Em (67)
Since the probability of the union of events is upper bounded by the sum of probabilities of
individual events, we get
P (E) ≤ P (Es) + P (Em) (68)
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We now identify upper bounds for P (Es) and P (Em) by breaking down the error events
into error in each call to SORT and MERGE subroutine.
Let us define an event Es,i which denotes that there was an error in the sorted list given
by Algorithm 2 for ith group, or
Es,i ,
{
at least two arms are incorrectly placed in sorting ith group
}
(69)
Hence, Es is a union of Es,i for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NK+1}, or Es =
⋃ N
K+1
k=1 Es,i. Probability of
error in any of the sorting operations is thus given as
P (Es) = P

N
K+1⋃
k=1
Es,i
 (70)
≤
N
K+1∑
k=1
P (Es,i) (71)
<
N
K+1∑
k=1
K
2N2T 2
(72)
=
N
K + 1
K
2NT 2
(73)
<
1
2NT 2
, (74)
where (70), and (71) follow from the definition of events and the union bound, respectively,
and (72) follows from Lemma 15.
Similarly we define event Em,i representing that Algorithm 2 incorrectly merges the
merged group up to group i and (i + 1)th group. Let GiM be the merged sorted group
formed by merging sorted groups Gi−1M and Gi for i > 1, with G
1
M = G1. Then, we have
Em,i =
{
error occurred while merging GiM and Gi+1
}
. (75)
We note that Em is a union of Em,i for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NK+1 − 1}, or Em =
⋃ N
K+1
−1
k=1 Em,i.
Probability of error in the MERGE subroutine is given as
P (Em) = P

N
K+1
−1⋃
k=1
Em,i
 (76)
≤
N
K+1
−1∑
k=1
P (Em,i) (77)
<
N
K+1
−1∑
k=1
K
2N2T 2
(78)
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<
N
K + 1
K
2NT 2
(79)
<
1
2NT 2
, (80)
where (76) and (77) follow from the definition of events and union bound, respectively, and
(78) follows from Lemma 16.
Substituting bounds obtained on P (Em) and P (Es) in (68), we have
P (E) < 1
2NT 2
+
1
2NT 2
(81)
=
1
NT 2
(82)
The total error probability of the algorithm is thus bounded by 1
NT 2
, proving the statement
of the Lemma.
In the following result, we bound the expected regret in the exploitation phase, caused
by CMAB-SM selecting incorrect action.
Lemma 18 ( Bounded exploitation regret) The expected regret when a sub-optimal
action aˆ∗ is returned by CMAB-SM is bounded as
E [∆aˆ∗] ≤ Uλ
√
K +
U
√
K
NT 2
(83)
Proof We will bound the expected regret where the suboptimal action is returned by
CMAB-SM, which includes an error from Algorithm 2 or from Algorithm 3. Let the chosen
action be aˆ∗ = (aˆ∗1, · · · , aˆ∗K) and optimal action be a∗ = (a∗1, · · · , a∗K). Then, the gap in
the actions is P =
√
minΠ(
∑K
i=1(daˆ∗i − da∗Π(i)))2, where Π is any possible permutation of
{1, · · · ,K}. Also, let Π∗ be the permutation that optimizes the above minimization. Using
4, and U defined in 8, we have
E [ra∗ − raˆ∗] ≤ UP (84)
We consider two possible cases. Case 1 corresponds to the scenario where for some i,
daˆ∗i − da∗Π∗(i) > λ. The second case is when for all i, daˆ∗i − da∗Π∗(i) ≤ λ.
Case 1: For some i, daˆ∗i − da∗Π∗(i) > λ. In this case, the incorrect action has arms
which could have been separated without hitting the threshold λ, but did not do so because
of an error in the SORT or MERGE subroutine. We note that since daˆ∗i and da∗Π(i) are both
in [0, 1], P ≤ √K. The expected regret at time t can be written as
E [R(t)] = E
[
ra∗ − raˆ∗
∣∣at 6= a∗]× P ({at 6= a∗}) (85)
≤ U
√
K × P ({at 6= a∗}) (86)
≤ U
√
K
NT 2
, (87)
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where (86) follows from (84) with P ≤ √K, and (87) follows from Theorem 17.
Case 2: For all i, daˆ∗i − da∗Π∗(i) ≤ λ. In this case, the SORT or MERGE subroutines
will not be able to differentiate between the two actions. Thus, P ({at 6= a∗}) will no longer
be bounded by 1/NT 2 in this case, since the individual rewards are bounded by λ, we have
P ≤ λ√K. Thus, we have
E [R(t)] = E
[
ra∗ − raˆ∗
∣∣at 6= a∗]× P ({at 6= a∗}) (88)
≤ Uλ
√
K × P ({at 6= a∗}) (89)
≤ Uλ
√
K, (90)
where (89) follows from (84) and P ≤ λ√K.
Combining both the cases, the maximum regret the algorithm can incur is bounded by
Uλ
√
K + U
√
K
NT 2
, this proving the result.
In the next result, we bound the time spent in exploring, including the SORT and
MERGE subroutines for all groups.
Lemma 19 (Bound on exploration time steps) Total time-steps used to SORT all NK+1
groups, and merge these sorted groups one after the other is bounded as
Texp ≤ 128NU
2 log 2NT
λ2
(91)
Proof Exploration in Algorithm 1 is done using SORT and MERGE subroutines, so we will
analyze the maximum time taken by the two subroutines. To sort all groups, Algorithm 1
runs SORT NK+1 times, and to merge the groups, Algorithm 1 runs
N
K+1 − 1 times. Let ith
run of SORT uses TSORT,i time steps, and j
th run of MERGE uses TMERGE,j time steps.
The total number of time-steps used for exploration can be written as
Texp =
N
K+1∑
s=1
TSORT,s +
N
K+1
−1∑
m=1
TMERGE,m (92)
≤
N
K+1∑
s=1
max
s
(TSORT,s) +
N
K+1
−1∑
m=1
max
m
(TMERGE,m) (93)
=
N
K + 1
max
s
(TSORT,s) +
(
N
K + 1
− 1
)
max
m
(TMERGE,m) (94)
We use Lemma 15 to find maxs (TSORT,s) as follows.
TSORT,s =
K+1∑
j=1
64U2 log 2NT
(max (λ, δs,j))
2 (95)
≤
K+1∑
j,δs,j>λ
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
+
K+1∑
j,δs,j<λ
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
(96)
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=
K+1∑
j=1
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
(97)
=
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
. (98)
Similarly, we use Lemma 16 to find maxs (TMERGEs) as follows.
TMERGE,m =
K+1∑
j=1
64U2 log 2NT
(max (λ, δm,j))
2 (99)
≤
K+1∑
j,δm,j>λ
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
+
K+1∑
j,δm,j<λ
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
(100)
=
K+1∑
j=1
64U2 log 2NT
λ2
(101)
=
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
(102)
Total exploration time can now be bounded by using the values for maximum time taken
for SORT and MERGE as,
Texp ≤ N
K + 1
max
s
(TSORT,s) +
(
N
K + 1
− 1
)
max
s
(TSORT,s) (103)
≤ N
K + 1
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
+
(
N
K + 1
− 1
)
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
(104)
<
N
K + 1
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
+
(
N
K + 1
)
64 (K + 1)U2 log 2NT
λ2
(105)
≤ 64NU
2 log 2NT
λ2
+
64NU2 log 2NT
λ2
(106)
≤ 128NU
2 log 2NT
λ2
(107)
5.4 Proof of Theorem 9
In this subsection, we will prove Theorem 9. We note that the expected regret till time T is
sum of expected regret accumulated at each round. We can rewrite it as sum of two phases
of the algorithm which are exploration and exploitation as,
W (T ) =
T∑
t=1
E [R(t)] (108)
=
Texp∑
t=1
E [R(t)] + (T − Texp)× E [∆aˆ∗] (109)
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≤
Texp∑
t=1
E [R(t)] + TE [∆aˆ∗] (110)
≤
Texp∑
t=1
max (R(t)) + TE [∆aˆ∗] (111)
≤ Texpmax (R(t)) + TE [∆aˆ∗ ] , (112)
where (109) follows from splitting the regret into exploration-exploitation phase, (110) fol-
lows since T − Texp ≤ T , and (111) follows since mean is at most the maximum.
Using the values for maximum regret in any round, Lemma 18, inequality (84), maximum
exploration time from Lemma 19, and maximum exploitation regret from Lemma 18, we
have,
W (T ) ≤ U
√
K
128NU2 log 2NT
λ2
+ T
(
Uλ
√
K +
U
√
K
NT 2
)
(113)
=
(
128NU3
√
K log 2NT
λ2
+ TUλ
√
K
)
+
U
√
K
NT
. (114)
Choosing the value of λ as defined in (18), we have the total regret of the algorithm as
W (T ) ≤ 3U
√
K
(
256NU2 log 2NT
) 1
3 T
2
3 +
U
√
K
NT
(115)
This proves the result as in the statement of the Theorem.
5.5 Discussion
We now compare the regret bound with the one that would be achieved by using the UCB
approach on each of the
(N
K
)
actions.
Lemma 20 (UCB Regret, Auer and Ortner (2010)) For a Multi Armed Bandit set-
ting with action space A, time horizon T, and precision λ ≈
√
|A| log |A|
T , expected regret
accumulated during entire time horizon T using improved UCB algorithm is upper bounded
by √
|A|T log (|A| log |A|)√
log |A| (116)
Bounding the size of action space by using Stirling’s approximation (Slomson, 1997), we
get expected regret accumulated regret at time T of UCB algorithm as,
WUCB(T ) = O˜
((
eN
K
)K
2
T
1
2
)
(117)
For UCB approach to outperform CMAB-SM, T has to be very large. More formally,
W (T ) > WUCB(T ), when T = Ω˜
(
e3KN3K−2
K3K+3
)
(118)
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Even for an agent which can play 1012 actions per second, this will take about 10
million years to outperform CMAB-SM for a setup with N = 30 and K = 15. Hence,
for all practical problems when an agent have large number simultaneously arms to play,
CMAB-SM algorithm will outperform UCB algorithm.
6. Evaluation Results
In this section, we evaluate CMAB-SM under multiple synthetic problem settings. We
compare the result with improved UCB algorithm as described in (Auer and Ortner, 2010).
Since this paper provides the first result with non-linear reward functions for CMAB problem
with bandit feedback, we compare with the UCB algorithm (Auer and Ortner, 2010) which
is optimal for small N and K while having the regret scale with
(
N
K
)
.
For evaluations, we ran the algorithm for T = 106 time steps and averaged over 30 runs.
We compare cumulative regret at each t starting from t = 0, which is defined as,
W (t) =
t∑
t′=0
R(t′) (119)
We consider two values of N ∈ {12, 24}. For N = 12, we choose K ∈ {2, 3, 5}, while for
N = 24, we choose K ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7, 11}. Since the arms must have FSD over each other, we
describe two example single parameter distributions for the reward of each arm that have
this property. These two distributions are
1. Discrete rewards: Reward of arm i comes from the set {0, 1} and follows a Bernoulli
distribution with parameter pi, or
Xi ∼ Bern(pi). (120)
We note that arm i has FSD over arm j if pi > pj. Thus, this reward distribution
satisfies Assumption 2 as long as no two arms have same parameter, or pi 6= pj for
any i 6= j. Figure 1a plots P (X ≥ x) of the reward function for different values of pi.
We see that P (X ≥ x) is larger for the distribution with larger value of p, and for any
two different values of p, there is x (e.g., any x ∈ (0, 1]) such that P (X ≥ x) are not
the same thus showing that the reward distributions satisfy Assumption 2.
2. Continuous rewards: We consider a random variable Yi which follows an expo-
nential distribution with parameter λi, Yi ∼ exp(λi). Since this random variable can
take values in [0,∞), we transform the variable using arctan function to limit it to
the set [0, π/2) as
Xi =
2
π
arctan(Yi). (121)
We note that arm i has FSD over arm j if λi > λj. Thus, this reward distribution
satisfies Assumption 2 as long as no two arms have same parameter, or λi 6= λj for
any i 6= j. Figure 1b plots P (X ≥ x) of the reward function for different values of λi.
We see that P (X ≥ x) is larger for the distribution with larger value of λ, and for
any two different values of λ, there is x (e.g., any x ∈ (0, 1]) such that P (X ≥ x) are
not the same thus showing that the reward distributions satisfy Assumption 2.
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Figure 1: First Order Stochastic Dominance on reward distribution
We consider three different types of reward function to evaluate performance of CMAB-
SM. The three reward functions are the sum of rewards of each arm, maximum of rewards
of each arm, and a pairwise sum of product of rewards. In the following, we will describe
the functions and evaluate them for one of the distributions of the rewards from each arm.
6.1 Sum of Bernoulli arm rewards
Assume that a company wishes to do a campaign of the product and chooses K out of
available N sub-campaigns each day. Let the reward of sub-campaign i, Xi, be Bernoulli
with parameter pi, which is unknown. Further, let the reward that the company receives is
how the overall company sales progressed, thus receiving the aggregate reward as
∑K
i=1Xi.
To normalize the received reward, we let r = 1K
∑K
i=1Xi. We assume that the individual arm
rewards are not observed by the company, while the overall progress of the campaign can
be seen. Another application is showing K out of N advertisements to the user webpage,
where the reward is in a form of whether user clicks the ad to go to the product page.
The aggregate reward is the total number of clicks, and we assume that individual click
information is not available.
Thus, we have the expected reward as
E[r] = E
[
1
K
K∑
i=1
Xi
]
(122)
=
1
K
K∑
i=1
E [Xi] (123)
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Figure 2: Reward of actions is sum of rewards of individual arms as described in section 6.1
=
1
K
K∑
i=1
pi (124)
Since the combined reward is sum of all individual rewards, expected reward is strictly
increasing with respect to the expected rewards of the individual arms. Prior works in
click optimization assume knowledge of clicks on individual advertisements and thus are
semi-bandits (Kveton et al., 2018). Figure 2 shows the comparison of CMAB-SM to the
UCB based algorithm. For both values of N , we see that the proposed algorithm performs
worse than UCB for K = 2. This is because for small values of K, UCB can explore all(N
K
)
actions faster and provide better performance. For N = 24 and K > 2, CMAB-SM
significantly outperforms UCB, and the performance difference improves with increasing K.
This is because as K increases, a much larger value of T is needed for UCB to learn all
(
N
K
)
actions. Thus, the regret for UCB algorithm increases as K increases. For N = 12, K = 3
still gives a manageable value of
(
N
K
)
and thus UCB still outperforms CMAB-SM. However,
for N = 12 and K = 5, CMAB-SM significantly outperforms UCB since the complexity in
terms of combinatorial becomes dominant. This is in lines with the discussion in Section
5.5, where it was explained that the proposed algorithm outperforms UCB in the regime
where T < O˜
(
e3KN3K−2
K3K+3
)
. Thus, for larger N and K, N3K−2 is large and the proposed
algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline.
6.2 Maximum of Bernoulli rewards
We consider a case where agent is a recommendation system that shows a list of restaurants
or hotels, and user provides feedback whether or not the list is useful. A user finds the
list useful when she is able to get a recommendation suiting her requirements. We take
the reward of individual arm to be discrete with value 1 if the item was useful, and 0 for
the case where the item in list is not useful. We assume that the rewards follow Bernoulli
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distribution. Since the individual rewards are not observed, this is a bandit setting. Further,
note that the maximum function is not a linear function. We will now show the strictly
increasing property of the function. The expected reward of selecting K arms is given as
E[r] = E [max(X1,X2, · · · ,XK)] (125)
= 1
(
1− P
(
K⋂
i=1
{Xi = 0}
))
+ 0
(
P
(
K⋂
i=1
{Xi = 0}
))
(126)
= 1
(
1−
K∏
i=1
(1− pi)
)
+ 0
(
K∏
i=1
(1− pi)
)
(127)
= 1−
K∏
i=1
(1− pi), (128)
where (125) is the expected value of the function of individual rewards, (126) follows from
the fact that individual rewards are Bernoulli distributed and their maximum is zero only
when all the individual rewards are zero, (127) holds since the rewards are independent of
each other.
The reward is non-linear and the expected value of reward is strictly increasing in
expected rewards of individual arms. Cascade model of click optimization by (Kveton et al.,
2015a) uses a similar problem formulation, however they still consider information on clicks
on individual items. Figure 3 shows the evaluation results in this case. We note that for
K ≥ 3, the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms UCB. Even for N = 24 andK = 2,
where
(
N
K
)
= 220, W (T ) for CMAB-SM is close to UCB.
We note that the cumulative regret at any time t decreases as K increases. This follows
from the fact that as with increasing K, a user will have more choices at any given time
and it is more likely that the am with the highest reward is in the K chosen arms.
6.3 Pairwise sum of product of continuous rewards
We consider an online portal that can display K products because of certain limitations.
Assume that the reward, which indicates the profit from the sale of a product, from each
arm follows the distribution as defined in (121). However, there is an additional benefit
received when multiple products are sold together, e.g., reduced overhead/shipping costs.
We define a non linear reward r as a function f of individual arms as follows:
f (X1,X2, · · · ,XK) = 2
K(K + 1)
K∑
i=1
K∑
j≥i
XiXj. (129)
The expected value of the reward in terms of expected value of rewards of individual arms
is
E [f (X1,X2, · · · ,XK)] = E
 2
K(K + 1)
K∑
i=1
K∑
j≥i
XiXj
 (130)
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Figure 3: Reward of actions is the maximum of rewards of individual arms as described in
section 6.2
=
2
K(K + 1)
K∑
i=1
K∑
j≥i
E [XiXj ] (131)
=
2
K(K + 1)
 K∑
i=1
E
[
X2i
]
+
K∑
i=1
K∑
j>i
E [XiXj]
 (132)
=
2
K(K + 1)
 K∑
i=1
E
[
X2i
]
+
K∑
i=1
K∑
j>i
E [Xi]E [Xj ]
 , (133)
where (130) is obtained by taking expectation on the function, equation (131) follows from
the linearity of expectation, (132) is obtained by separating the terms in the summation,
and (133) follows since Xi and Xj are independent. We note that the expected reward is
strictly increasing with respect to expected values of individual rewards. Figure 4 shows
the evaluation results for setting where the reward of an action is the maximum reward of
played actions. We see that for both values of N , CMAB-SM outperforms UCB for K > 3
in the time step range considered. Further, for N = 24 and K = 2, the gap between the
proposed algorithm and UCB is small. In summary, when the value of
(
N
K
)
is moderately
large, and T is not significantly large (T < O˜
(
e3KN3K−2
K3K+3
)
), CMAB-SM outperforms the
baseline. Further, the computation and storage complexity of the proposed algorithm are
much better as compared to the baseline, as seen in Section 4.3.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper considers the problem of combinatorial multi-armed bandits with non-linear
rewards. Combinatorial multi-armed bandit problem chooses K out of N arms in each time-
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Figure 4: Reward of actions is a non linear function of rewards of individual arms as
described in section 6.3
steps and receives an aggregate reward. A novel algorithm, called CMAB-SM is proposed,
and is shown to be computationally efficient and has a space complexity which is linear
with respect to the number of base arms. The algorithm is analyzed in terms of a regret
bound, and is shown to outperform the approach of considering the combinatorial action
as arm when T < O˜
(
e3KN3K−2
K3K+3
)
for time horizon T . The proposed algorithm provides a
way to resolve two challenges in combinatorial bandits problem, the first is that the reward
function is non-linear in the individual arms, and the second is that the space complexity
in the previous approaches could be large due to exploding
(N
K
)
.
The proposed algorithm works efficiently for large N and K. However, finding an al-
gorithm that has the computational and storage benefits as the proposed approach, while
getting a regret bound that goes as T 1/2 rather than T 2/3, while still not having combina-
torial factors in the regret bound, is an important research direction. Further, considering
non-symmetric functions of individual arm rewards is left as a future work.
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